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discharge, a vacuum switch on the suction, or a motor minder to 
monitor motor current draw.

PumPing liquids that may solidify or crystallize:

add a flush system to the pump’s piping to prevent accumulation of material 
inside the pump.  install water inlet and outlet valves as shown in figure 1.  
refer to the “operation” section of these instructions for the flush procedure.

electrical connections  
1. Perform the motor wiring according to nec requirements and local 

electrical codes.
2. Wire the motor for clockwise rotation when facing the fan end of the 

motor.
3. to verify correct rotation of the motor:
 a. install the pump into the system.
 b. fully open the suction and discharge valves. 

c. allow fluid to flow into the pump.  do not allow the pump   
 to run dry.  running the pump dry can damage internal parts.

 d. Jog the motor (allow it to run for only 1-2 seconds) and  
 observe the rotation of the motor fan.  refer to the directional  
 on the arrow pump if needed.

  note:  a pump running backwards will pump, but at a greatly 
 reduced rate.

oPeration
flooded suction systems

1. fully open the suction and discharge valves.
2. start the pump and verify liquid is flowing.  if there is no liquid 

flow, refer to the “troubleshooting” section of these instructions.
3. adjust the flow rate and pressure by regulating the discharge valve.

   caution:  never attempt to adjust the liquid flow with the suction  
valve. limiting suction will damage pump components.

flushing systems equiPPed With flush ValVes:

1. fully close the suction and discharge valves.
2. connect the water supply to the water inlet valve and connect a 

drain hose to water outlet valve.
3. turn on the water supply and open the inlet and outlet valves.  flush 

the system until the pump has been cleared of any material buildup 
(usually approximately 5 minutes).

4. close the water inlet and outlet valves and turn off water supply.

assemBly
PumPs With motors

1. no assembly required.  unpack the pump and motor and examine 
for any signs of shipping damage.  if damage is detected, save the 
packaging and notify the carrier immediately.

2. Proceed to the “installation” section of these instructions.

PumPs Without motors

note: do not remove shipping plug located in suction port of the 
pump until the pump is completely assembled onto the motor.

1. unpack the pump and examine for any signs of shipping damage.  
if damage is detected, save  packaging and notify the carrier immediately.

2. Place the motor on the fan cover. align any set screw (item 9) with 
key slot in motor shaft. Place the aluminum motor adapter (item 
8) onto the motor rabbet. Position the slot (shaft sleeve set screw 
access hole) in motor adapter with the top of the motor.  line up 
the bolt holes in the motor adapter with the bolt holes in the motor 
face.  install (4) bolts and lock washers (items 10,11).  securely 
tighten.

3. through the top and bottom access holes, tighten securely two of 
the four set screws on the shaft adapter (item 6).  you will need an 
1/8” allen wrench for this.

4. remove the screw from the shipping plug and then remove the plug 
from the suction port.  rotate the motor fan until you can tighten 
the two remaining set screws on the shaft adapter.

5. rotate the motor fan by hand and check for impeller rubbing.  if 
the impeller rubs loosen the shaft adapter set screws and adjust 
the impeller accordingly.  retighten the shaft adapter set screws. 

6. Proceed to the “installation” section of these instructions.

installation
mounting  

motor or base plate must be securely fastened.

PiPing to and from the PumP

• always support the piping near the pump to minimize stress
  and strain on the pump’s casing.
• minimize frictional losses by increasing the suction piping size 
  by one diameter.
• use a minimal number of bends on suction piping. Keep 
 bends beyond a distance of ten pipe diameters from the  pump.
• install shut off valve on the suction line and flow control valve  
 in the discharge line. Place the valves beyond a distance of ten  
 pipe diameters from the pump.
• ensure that the piping is leak free.
• Position the pump as close to the liquid source as possible.
• maintain a flooded suction at all times or prime the pump and 
 maintain prime at all times.

   caution: suction prime must be maintained at all times.  
running the pump dry will cause damage to pump components.  
to protect the pump if prime is lost, use a pressure switch on the 
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5. lubricate the inside of the rotating seal component with a chemically 
compatible lubricant and carefully slide it over the shaft adapter 
with a rotating face pointing at the motor (as shown in figure 3).

 note:  rotating seal must be completely seated against the station-
ary seal face.

6. Place the seal spring and spring retainer over the shaft adapter.  
 note:  to prevent spinning the impeller off in case the motor is 

wired for incorrect rotation, it is recommended to coat the shaft 
adapter threads with loctite threadlocker #262.

7. holding the motor shaft firmly, thread the impeller onto the shaft 
adapter until it stops at the adapter shoulder.

8. lubricate the housing o-ring (item 3) with chemically compatible 
lubricant, and install onto the backhead.  install the impeller hous-
ing (item 1), the V-clamp (item 2), and the nut onto the V-clamp 
stud.  Verify the V-clamp stud and housing discharge orientation 
and tighten the V-clamp.  firmly tap the V-clamp to seat it in several 
places and retighten the V-clamp nut.

9. rotate the motor shaft by hand to verify there is no rubbing.  replace 
the motor fan and fan cover.  reinstall the pump into the system.

trouBleshooting
no or insufficient floW   
1. Pump not primed.
2. closed valve.
3. Viscosity too high.
4. air leaks in suction piping.
5. discharge head higher than anticipated.
6. suction lift too high or insufficient nPsh.  
7. check for clogged suction line.
8. motor wired for wrong rotation.

insufficient Pressure
1. air or gas in liquid.
2. impeller diameter too small.
3. discharge head higher than anticipated.
4. motor speed insufficient (too low) or motor rotation incorrect.

loss of Prime
1. leaking suction line.
2. foot valve or suction opening not submerged enough.
3. foot valve too small or leaking.
4. air or gas in liquid.
5. foreign matter in impeller.

excessiVe PoWer consumPtion
1. head lower than rating.  excessive flow.
2. specific gravity or viscosity of liquid is too high.

excessiVe ViBration
1. loose piping or bolts.
2. Pump cavitating from improper suction or feed.

Figure 2

Figure 3

maintenance 
disassemBly

1. disconnect power. remove electrical wiring.
2. close the suction and discharge valves and disconnect all piping.  
3. loosen and remove the nut on the V-clamp stud.  remove the V-

clamp (item 2) and the impeller housing (item 1).  note V-clamp 
stud and discharge spout location for reassemble alignment.

4. remove the motor fan cover and fan. secure the motor shaft to 
prevent it from turning, and unthread the impeller.  

 note:  shaft adapter threads are coated with loctite threadlocker 
#262 to prevent the impeller from spinning off if the motor is inad-
vertently  wired for incorrect rotation.  if necessary follow loctite’s 
recommendations for loosening the threadlocker #262.

5. remove the seal spring retainer, spring, and the rotating seal 
component from the shaft adapter.  remove the backhead (item 
7) from the  pump.  remove the stationary part of the seal from 
the backhead.

6. if the motor is being replaced, proceed to step 7.  if the seal is being 
replaced, do not loosen or remove the shaft adapter (item 6) from 
the motor shaft.  Proceed to step 3 of the reassembly instructions

7. remove the four bolts holding the motor adapter/mounting plate 
assembly (items 8 & 15) to the motor and remove the motor 
adapter.  loosen all four setscrews and remove the shaft adapter.

8.   inspect all parts for wear and replace as required.  note the fin-
ish on the shaft adapter where the rotating seal boot is located. if 
damaged or not smooth, replace the shaft adapter.

reassemBly

1. install the shaft adapter (item 6) onto the motor shaft.  Be sure one 
of the setscrews is protruding into the motor shaft keyway slot, but 
do not tighten any setscrews yet.

2. install the motor adapter/mounting plate assembly (8 & 15) with 
setscrews access slots at 12 and 6 location, and tighten all four 
bolts.

3. lubricate the outer boot on the stationary part of the seal with a 
chemically compatible lubricant, and press into the backhead (item 
7) until it is fully seated.  the polished seal surface should be facing 
away from the motor.

 note:  to keep the polished surface of the seal face clean, use a 
piece of cardboard to protect the seal face during installation.

4. insert the backhead (item 7) into the motor adapter (item 8) bore 
and press into place.

 if the shaft adapter was not loosened or removed, go to step 5.  if 
replacing the shaft adapter, firmly hold the backhead toward the 
motor, and adjust the shaft adapter until the shoulder is .843 (27/32) 
inches from the stationary seal face (see figure 2).  tighten all four 
setscrews with a t wrench through the access slots in the motor 
adapter.
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ac4 exPloded VieW
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*to order a housing with BsP threads, substitute the number following the dash with the number in the parentheses. 
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Item Qty Description AC4 Part Number
AC5 Part Number

AC5S
FNPT (BSP)

AC5R
FNPT (BSP)

1 1

Impeller	Housing
AC4	3/4”	x	1/2”

A102106-1
(universal	FNPT	&	

BSP*)

AC5	1	1/4”	x	3/4”	 A102113-1(2) A102112-2(4)
AC5	1	1/2”	x	1	1/4 A102112-1(3) A102133-3(4)
AC5	2”	x	1	1/2”		 A102133-1(2)
AC5H	1/2”	x	1/4”	(high	head)	 A102120-1(2)

2 1 V-Clamp J102947 J102947 J102947

3 1

O-Ring	
FKM J	102946 J102960 J102960
EPDM J103004 J103003 J103003
Buna	(FDA	compliant) 108213 108214 108214
PTFE J103042 J103043 J103043

4 1

Impeller
AC4/AC5R	3” A102105-1 A102105-1
AC4	3	1/4” A102105-2 A102105-2
AC4/AC5R	3	1/2” A102105-3 A102105-3
AC5R	3	3/4” A102105-4	
AC5R	4	1/2”	 A102105-5
AC5	4”	x	3/8”	vane A102114-9
AC5	4	1/4”	x	3/8”	vane A102114-10	
AC5	4	1/2”	x	3/8”	vane A102114-11
AC5	4	3/4”	x	3/8”	vane A102114-12
AC5	4”	x	1/4”	vane A102114-1
AC5	4	1/4”	x	1/4”	vane A102114-2
AC5	4	1/2”	x	1/4”	vane A102114-3
AC5	4	3/4”	x	1/4”	vane A102114-4
AC5H	4	3/4”	x	1/8”	vane	(high	head) A102183
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safety Precautions for atex PumPs

Warning:  Proper materials of construction must be chosen for the fluid being pumped.  improper material selection could lead to pump 
failure and leakage.  this is the responsibility of the end user.

 Warning:  atex pumps must have a power monitor, flow switch, pressure switch or similar device  installed to protect against running 
dry, closed discharge valve, major leaks, and possible sources of ignition due to motor bearing failure.  any of these conditions could lead 
to a rise in surface temperature of the pump. the device must be set to stop the pump within three seconds of a fault.

 Warning:  the pump must be checked for leaks on a regular basis.  if leaks are detected, the pump must be repaired or   
 replaced immediately.

 Warning:  the pump must be cleaned on a regular basis to avoid dust buildup greater than 5mm.

 

temPerature classification

Pump temperature is completely dependent on operating conditions. Pump will transfer heat from the piping system, motor, and fluid.  
these items must be considered as a system when assessing an atex application.

Item Qty Description AC4 Part Number AC5S Part Number AC5R Part Number

5 1

Seal
3/4”	Carbon/Ceramic/FKM	Seal J102957-1 J102957-1 J102957-1
3/4”	Carbon/Ceramic/EPDM	Seal J102957-2 J102957-2 J102957-2
3/4”	Carbon/Ceramic/Buna	Seal	(FDA	compliant) 108073 108073 108073
3/4”	Carbon/Ceramic/Kalrez	Seal J103081 J103081 J103081
3/4”	Silcarb./Silcarb./FKM	Seal J103066 J103066 J103066
3/4”	Silcarb./Silcarb./EPDM	Seal J103067 J103067 J103067

6 1

Shaft	Adapter	w/set	screws
56C	Frame A102895 	A102895 A102895
71-B14	Frame A102896 A102896 A102896
80	Frame A102897 A102897
90	Frame A102898 A102898

7 1 Backhead A102110-1 A102121-1

8 1

Motor	Adapter
56C	Frame M102049-1 M102049-1
71-B14	Frame M102049-2 M102049-2
80	Frame M102049-3

90	Frame M102049-4

9 4 1/4-20	x	1/4”	Cup	Point	Set	Screw J100220 J100220

10 4

Hex	Head	Cap	Screw	
3/8-16	x	1”	(56C	Frame)	 J100114 J100114 J100114
M6	x	25	mm	(71-B14	&	80	Frame) J103456 J103456 J103456

M8	x	40	mm	(90	Frame) J102760

11 4

Lock	Washer
3/8”	(56C) J100115 J100115 J100115
5/16”	(90	Frame	only) J101282 J101282
1/4”	(71-B14	&	80	Frame) J100672 J100672 J100672

12 1

Slinger	Ring	
56C	Frame M102064-1 M102064-1
71-B14	Frame M102064-2 M102064-2
80	Frame M102064-3
90	Frame M102064-4

13 4 Cap	Screw	Fillister	Head	(all) J100932 J100932
14 4 #10	Lock	Washer	(all) J100824 J100824
15 1 Mounting	Plate J103389-1 J103389-1
16 1 Metric	Motor	Adapter	(90	Frame	only) M102129
17 4 Flat	washer	-	5/16”	(90	Frame	only) J101293
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   Tech Service:  800-888-3743
P/N J103334, Rev. 17, 3/5/13

Lit. I.D. No. FT98-718O

finish thompson, inc (manufacturer) warrants this pump product 
to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 
one year from date of purchase by original purchaser.  if a war-
ranted defect, which is determined by manufacturer’s inspection, 
occurs within this period, it will be repaired or replaced at the 
manufacturer’s option, provided (1) the product is submitted with 
proof of purchase date and (2) transportation charges are prepaid 
to the manufacturer.  liability under this warranty is expressly 
limited to repairing or replacing the product of parts thereof and 
is in lieu of any other warranties, either expressed or implied.  
this warranty does apply only to normal wear of the product or 
components.  this warranty does not apply to products or parts 
broken due to, in whole or in part, accident, overload, abuse, 
chemical attack, tampering, or alteration. the warranty does not 
apply to any other equipment used or purchased in  combination 
with this product.

 the manufacturer accepts no responsibility for product damage 
or personal injuries sustained when the product is modified in 
any way.  if this warranty does not apply, the purchaser shall bear 
all cost for labor, material and transportation.  

manufacturer shall not be liable for incidental or consequential 
damages including, but not limited to process down time, trans-
portation costs, costs associated with replacement or substitution 
products, labor costs, product installation or removal costs, or 
loss of profit.  in any and all events, manufacturer’s liability shall 
not exceed the purchase price of the product and/or accessories.

Warranty chemical reaction disclaimer
the user must exercise primary responsibility in selecting the 
product’s materials of construction, which are compatible with the 
fluid(s) that come(s) in contact with the product.  the user may 
consult finish thompson, inc. (manufacturer) and a manufacturer’s 
representative/distributor agent to seek a recommendation of the 
product’s material of construction that offers the optimum available 
chemical compatibility.

however neither manufacturer nor agent shall be liable for product 
damage or failure, injuries, or any other damage or loss arising out 
of a reaction, interaction or any chemical effect that occurs between 
the materials of the product’s construction and fluids that come into 
contact with the product’s internals.  

call our toll free technical service hot line, 1-800-888-3743, if you 
have any questions regarding product operation or repair.


